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VIRTUOUS VISIONS
th e Pr e-Rapha e lit e Mo ve m e nt
as a Vic torian Phenom e non

JOSEPH K. N ICHOLES

The Pre-Raphaelite phenomenon is central to the Victorian
era . Its beginnings coincide with the midpoint of a century
that was, in a sense , just getting underway . After twenty
years of domestic strife and industrial growing pains, a golden
age was about to begin. By 1850, Britain had rejected both a
religious and a political revolution . Its railways and its
factories , its armies and its government , its churches and its
moral certitudes were firml y in place . Revolution was ringing
in continental ears , but British air resounded with the word
reform. Agricultural, industrial, religious, political reform?
Why not a reform of art?
A generation of young artists was ambitiously seeking
recognition and a new voice , and with the publication of
In Memoriam in 1850 it found both. Tennyson's was a
generation weaned on Byron, Scott, and Wordsworth and fed
a solid diet of Carlyle, Mill, Darwin and Lyell. Like an
adolescent unwilling to put away childish things, the young
Victorian was a frustrated romantic in a bewildering world of
discovery and doubt , of progress and corruption . William
Wordsworth was dead. Tennyson and the Victorian period
had come of age; Browning, Arnold and Rossetti, among
others , were about to .
In 1847 a fledgling nineteen-year-old poet and painter
named Gabriel Charles Dante Rossetti borrowed ten shillings
from his brother and purchased a notebook filled with the
Porinits of the 2r11!)tS, Self Portra11 by Ro:.st"t11.J. £. A l,J/au by W. H . H unt, and Ford Aladox B r(Jfnl by R osser ti. 2rc cou rtesy
ol the N:i.tiona l Portr.ilt Galkl)·, London. W1/11am llolma11 l/u111 br Rosscm, comes from t he Birm ingh.am City Museum and An
G.il\cry
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scribblings and sketches of another painter-poet, William
Blake. 1 Blake's widow had given the notebook to a young
artist and British Museum attendant named William Palmer,
the brother of Samuel Palmer, a close friend of Blake's and
(with Blake) one of a half dozen seminal British romantic
painters. Rossetti eventually had the manuscript rebound and
valued it all his life. Though he never fulfilled a desire to
edit and publish the notebook, Rossetti's interest in Blake
never waned. 2 In 1862 he helped Alexander Gilchrist's
widow finish Gilchrist's Lzfe of Blake, and in 1880, two years
before his death, Rossetti wrote a sonnet in Blake's tribute.
In addition to containing numerous hasty sketches, early
versions of several of Blake's best poems, assorted epigrams
and prose fragments, the notebook features a rough but
consistently intelligible diatribe on the "wretched state" 3 of
English art-a state Rossetti found little altered by 1847. In
one place Blake says, ''I hope my Countrymen will Excuse me
if I tell them a Wholesom truth[.] Most Englishmen when
they look at a Picture immediately set about searching for
Points of Light & clap the Picture into a dark corner. This
is," he says, "like looking for Epigrams in Homer. " 4 He
continues elsewhere,
When you view a Collection of Pictures painted since Venetian Art
was the Fashion or Go into a Modern Exhibition[,] with a Very few
Exceptions Every Picture has the same Effect. a Piece of Machinery
or Points of Light to be put into a dark hole. 5

To Blake, "A Machine is not a Man nor a Work of Art[:] it
is Destructive of Humanity & of Art . ' ' 6 A ''Piece of
Machinery" is, therefore, a slavish and dehumanizing imitation ,
a work of anti-imagination undertaken by fools. The ''Points
of Light" refer to the dogmas of Sir Joshua Reynolds, the
dean of eighteenth-century academicians, who advocated a
•A fine facsimile edition of Blake's notebook was made avai lable by David Erdman in 1973 .
See David V. Erdman, The Notebook of William Blake (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1973)
(Rossetti connection. pp . 1- 2), and Oswald Doughty , A Victonan Romantic: Dante Gabriel
Rossetti, 2d ed. (London: Oxford University Press , 1960), p . 55.
2 Roberr M. Cooper , lost on Both Sides (Athens, Ohio : Ohio University Press, 1970) ,
pp . 17- 18.
>Erdman , p. N20 .
•Erdman , p. NIB .
>Erdman , p. NI9.
6Erdman, p. N46 .
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"grand style" imitation of the old masters involving murky
tones and contrived highlights. Blake inveighs against Rubens,
Correggio, Titian and Rembrandt in this regard, though it is
clear his vituperation is directed more at the imitation of
these artists than at the artists themselves. 7 Regarding
"English Connoisseurs & Reynolds their Doll," Blake can not
speak with coo great Contempt of such Contemptible fellows. If all
the Princes in Europe like Louis XIV & Charles the first were to
Patronize such Blockheads[ , ] I William Blake a Mental Prince should
decollate & Hang their Souls as Guilty of Mental High Treason. 8

The son of an expatriate revolutionary poet, Rossetti had been
saturated all his life by declamatory rhetoric against despotic
powers. Here he found a familiar spirit. To a frustrated
artist suffering the dogmatism of the Academy Schools,
Blake's polemics were intellectual salvation.
Blake thanked heaven he had never been "sent to school/
To be Flogd into following the Style of a Fool. " 9 The
impatient and impetuous Rossetti could not say the same for
himself, and eleven months after he bought the Blake
notebook he left the Academy Schools for good. He began
studying with Ford Madox Brown, an obscure but talented
artist seven years his senior, who had just returned from Italy.
There Brown had come in contact with a group of semifraternal German painters called the ''Nazarenes'' who hoped
to "regenerate art" through a return to principles of early
Italian painting : "clarity of colour and outline , simplicity of
composition and directness of observation and of appeal.'' 10
Painting on a white ground to enhance color as the Nazarenes
advocated and early Italian fresco painters had done, Brown
put these principles to practice in his 1848 work, john

Wycliffe Reading his Translation of the Bible to john of
Gaunt in the Presence of Chaucer and Gower. Though
Brown was never a formal member of the "Brotherhood"
71n defense of these painters, especially Titian . Blake was unaware that many paintings had
been coated with varnish that darkened badly with time , giving an inaccurate impression of the
artists' work . The art world had to rethink their assess ments of many painters when a method
was found co clean the canvases .
•Erdman , p . N I9 .
•Erdman , p . N42 .
10John Nicoll , Rossetti (New York : MacMillan , 1976), p . 23 .
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that would be formed later that year, this work should be
considered the first genuinely "Pre-Raphaelite" painting. It
is notable for its realistic and careful detail, its medieval
setting (with gothic furniture and architecture in the
backround), and its romantic evocation of historic greatness:
Chaucer and Gower , figures of a bygone golden age of
English literature; and Wycliffe, a paragon of individual
courage and religious heroism . 11 This was not stuff of which
Academy paintings were made, and when Rossetti had seen
the work at the ''Free Exhibition'' at Hyde Park Corner, he
could not control his enthusiasm. Here was a painting that
provoked the mind , delighted the eye, and stimulated the
imagination-in bright contrast to the decadent , conventionridden style of the Schools .
Although Rossetti soon tired of the traditional teaching
methods of his new friend , the two came to enjoy a lifelong
affection for one another , and Rossetti often went back to
Brown for aesthetic council and technical advice . Brown ,
in turn, was to produce some of the most outstanding
Pre-Raphaelite paintings .
A painting by a young Academy student next stimulated
Rossetti's fervent imagination . He came upon The Eve of
St. Agnes by William Holman Hunt in May of 1848 . The
subject matter of Hunt's painting had great appeal for Rossetti,
an admirer of the sensuous , visually rich poetry of Keats,
almost a forgotten poet at the time . A common passion for
Keats soon made Hunt and Rossetti friends, and they began
working together in a studio Hunt established upon the sale
of his painting .
Like Brown's painting , the Eve of St. Agnes has a medieval
theme and rich romantic overtones . Although not one of
Hunt's mature works, the painting is worth a close look. It
shows the two escaping lovers of Keats's poem at the moment
of their greatest peril. Trying not to awaken the drunken
men sprawled on the floor , they carefully open the outer door
of the manor, their last obstacle to freedom and fulfillment.
Carefully included detail combines to freeze the dramatic
1 1John N ico ll points out that "a pai nLing of Wycl iHe is not as innocent as it mig ht seem"
because he " had bee n a ve ry open and persuasive revo lu tiona ry." This m ig h t account fo r some

of Rossetti 's enthusias m . See Rossetti, p . 24.

\XI. H . Hunt , The Et-r o/S1. Agnrs. 1848: Guildhall /Ht Galler)', London .

moment in time and timelessness. The scene is "real " enough
"suspend the viewer's disbelief," and in this suspension
the viewer enters the other-world of the imagination . This
transcendence is facilitated by the literary allusion which
conjures in the informed imagination all the mysterious
passion and holy dread of Keats 's poem. This is the magic of
which Pre-Raphaelite painting is made.
Having received an advance commission of ten pounds
from his godfather Charles Lyell 12 for a portrait of Rossetti's
aging father , Rossetti treated Hunt to a holiday on a Thames
steamer where together they read the newly published Life
and Letters of Keats. They were thrilled that Keats had
expressed an admiration for early Italian painting, and soon
afterward, when Hunt discovered the moral aesthetics of John
Ruskin, they believed themselves equipped to do new and
to

T he fat her of the fa mous geolog ist.

12
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great things together.
Oswald Doughty, Rossetti's most thorough biographer,
describes Hunt's attitude toward painting at this time:
Hunt , in revolt against contemporary taste , despised the English
painters of the time as trite, affected, and conventional, offering only
"pictured wax works" for figures and "inane prettiness for beauty."
His own attitude to art, exacting truth, self-restraint and humility in
painting, an attitude moral rather than aesthetic , found fortuitous
encouragment in the chance discovery of Ruskins's first volume of
Modem Painters. n

Hunt said he thought the book had been written "expressly
for him.'' 14 In it Ruskin condemns the art of Rome where
''among all students, the authority of their predecessors in art
is supreme and without appeal, and the mindless copyist
studies Raffaelle, but not what Raffaelle studied. " 15
To avoid such "mindless copying," Ruskin advocated going
"to nature in all singleness of heart [to] walk with her
laborously and trustingly, having no other thoughts than how
best to penetrate her meaning and remember her instruction;
rejecting nothing, selecting nothing and scorning nothing.'' 16
Though no Pre-Raphaelite painter ever carried out this impossible edict, they enthusiastically accepted the initial need of a
"return to nature . " This enthusiasm sparked the interest of
several other young artists and students, including a prodigy
named John Everett Millais .
Although at nineteen he was already a favorite of the
Academy, Millais' last painting had been poorly received and
he was vulnerable to the intoxicating fervor of Hunt and
Rossetti . The three gathered together one night with a ragged
group of converts, and after looking at some engravings of
early Italian frescos, they formed the "Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood": "Pre-Raphaelite" coming from Hunt and "Brother hood'' from Rossetti-he liked the religious and revolutionary
overtones . Hunt, Rossetti and Millais agreed to each complete
a painting following the desultory but deeply felt principles
laid down in the meeting and exhibit them the following spring
»Doughty , p . 66 .
"Hunt cited in Nicoll, p . 44 .
"Ruskin cited in Doughty, p . 66 .
••Ruskin cited in Nicoll , p . 44 .
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signed with the secret initials "PRB." Blake had written that
''to recover Art has been the business of my life to the
Florentine Original & if possible to go beyond that Original[;]
this I thought the only pursuit worthy of a Man [substituted
for "an Englishman" in original] ." 17 These were very probably
the sentiments expressed by the idealistic young artists
gathered that evening at Millais' flat.
Much has been made of the fact that no clear statement of
its principles was ever produced by the group. William Rossetti,
the secretary of the Brotherhood and editor of the ill-fated
Pre-Raphaelite publication, The Germ, constantly urged
that an aesthetic manifesto be'published, but it never was.
Critics' resulting difficulty in describing and classifying the
movement-no neat box to wrap the merchandise in-has led
to an often diminished opinion of its subsequent achievement . This is exacerbated by the diverging styles of artists
still considered Pre-Raphaelite though the Brotherhood dissolved
and ceased to be an integral, unified group only a few years
after its inception . 18 This difficulty occurs, it seems, because
the observer has a need to find consistency and uniformity
where he should least expect them-in a Victorian phenomenon.
It is most remarkable that a band of quixotic teenagers should
have produced such a demonstrably coherent group of paintings
in so short a time and that this effort would have the impetus
"Erdman, p. N20.
"William E. Fredeman begins his important bib liography of Pre-Raphaelite studies with the
following very helpful statement:
Critics and literary historians of the Victorian period have too often been inclined to
simplify the term Pre-Raphaelite to denote only those aspects of Victorian romanticism
centering on the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood. More accurately, the term includes three
stages of a congeries of literary and artisic impulse which have been used loosely and
interchangeably as synonyms: the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood, the Pre-Raphaelite
Movement, and Pre-Raphaelitism . Actually, they are not mutually exclusive but sequential
terms descriptjve of a continuous, if not a unified, aesthetic force.
The Pr<-Raphaelite Brotherhood specifically refers to the pleiad who undertook in 1848
to bring about a revolution in English painting and poetry.
. Broader in its implications ,
the Pre-Raphaelite Movement incorporates not only the Brotherhood but all later
aesthetic influences emanating from the doctrines of the Brotherhood and culminating in
what may be called, historically and critically, a school. Pre-Raphaelitism, broader still in
its applications, is essentially a generic usage, including the more common characteristics
of the art and literature of such disparate figures as Rossetti , Hunt, and Millais , Edward
Burne-Jones, Ford Madox Brown, and Christina Rossetti, Arthur Hughes , Simeon
Solomon, and the early Algernon Swinburne-in short, the whole panoply of artists and
writers for whom, roughly between 1848 and 1882, Pre-Raphaelitism was the special kind
of romantic common denominator.
William E. Fredeman , Pre-Raphaelitism: A B,bliocntical Study (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
University Press, 1965), p. I.
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to engender intellecutal development and artistic fertility for

the next forty years.
Rossetti's painting The Girlhood of the Virgin Mary (1849)
illustrates the immediacy of this creative surge. It is his first
finished painting and is signed "PRB , " the result of the
triumvirate pact made by the Brotherhood's primary figures
at its founding. Mostly executed while Rossetti was still nineteen, it is an amazing tour de force for the intellectually
precocious but technically immature painter. The work was
accompanied by two sonnets inscribed on the frame, one setting the scene and mood for the picture , the other explaining
the symbols it contains. The first of these employs a simple
diction to suggest the "profound simplicity" of rhe Virgin's
devotion , "intellect , " and virtue:
This is rh ar blessed Mary, pre-elerr
God 's Virgin . Gone is a gre ar whil e , and sh e
Dwelt youn g in Na zarerh of Galil ee.
Unro God 's will she brough1 devour res perr
Profound simpli cir y of inrell err .
And supreme pati ence. From her mo1her•~ kn ee
Fairhful and hopeful ; wi se in charir y;
Srron g in grave peacl"; in pir y rirrum spen.
So she held rhrou gh her girlhood ; as ir were,
An an ge l-warered lily , rhar near God
Grows and is quier. Till , on e dawn ar hom e
She woke in her whir e bed and had no fear
Ar all - yer wepr rill sunshin e and felr awed:
Because rh e fullness of her rim e was near. 19

The last four lines look forward to Ecce Anez/la Domini! ,
Rossetti's next painting.
Following Hunt's advice to "go to nature , " Rossetti first
painted the background landscape out-of-doors before he
attempted any figures. His sister Christina is the model for
Mary and his mother is St. Anne. He recruited several
children to pose for the angel until he found one that would
hold still. A trip was made to a botanical garden so that the
vines could be painted realistically, and several gargantuan
books were borrowed from father Rossetti's musty library.
"Ci ted in Andrea Rose, The Pre -Raphaelites (Oxfo rd : Ph aed o n Press ,

R,1~~111. Tl-.. C,11-fl ,,,,.,d

,1j ti,, 1·,~l:_ 111

,\J ,1r, , lH-l ') The T.uc ( ,.ilkry. Lond ()n

198 1),
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These appear stacked in the painting, each inscribed with a
cardinal virtue, the top being "golden Charity." 20 Upon
these ample virtues stands the sacred lily, "which/Is Innocence,
being interpreted." In the "centre" of the painting is a red
cloth anticipating the passion of Christ (which is "central" to
all humanity). Out of it grows the "tripoint" cross which
has one incomplete extension ''to teach / That Christ is not
yet born." The cross is overgrown with grape vines, evocative
of the sacramental wine and also possibly the fertility of
Christ's mission which is to bear much fruit ( the vine in the
painting is laden with bunches of grapes, which St. Joachim,
the Virgin's father, picks in the background). Also on the
trellis sits the dove of the Holy Spirit, surrounded by
Byzantine gold relief. Each of the saints wears a slender gold
halo with an identifying inscription carefully inscribed within .
The halo is, of course, another convention of early Renaissance
art . Seven cyprus trees which Rossetti said represent the
"Seven Sorrowful Mysteries" stand in the distance . It didn't
seem to matter that there are actually only five Sorrowful
Mysteries; 21 Rossetti wanted seven and he took them . There
are also the "seven-thorn'd briar, the palm seven-leaved" at
the feet of the Virgin which "are her great sorrow and her
great reward ." Upon the Gothic railing is a red rose and a
lamp, two more objects having religious associations with the
Virgin and virgins .
Victorian viewers expected to be able to "read" a painting,
and this use of allegory and symbol was far from original. It
is distinctive in this instance that increments of deliberate
detail combine to produce a mystically reverential quality in
the work . The gold halos, anachronistic books, and the
presence of the delicate angel indicate a world of miracle.
At the same time, however, Mary, Anne and Joachim are
wonderfully human . I have dwelt at some length on this
painting because it shows how seriously the PRB took its
fledgling principles for the reform of art, and how soon they
were successful in putting them in practice. Brown and Hunt
report that Rossetti underwent fits of "incomprehensible
profanity" over his attempts to paint the folds of Mary's
20

See second accompanying sonnet , Rose, plate I

"Rose, p. 7.
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dress. 22 Rossetti's difficulty with technique can be seen in the
sculptured quality of the figures and a lack of convincing
depth in the background . But by and large, Rossetti succeeded.
The painting was well received and sold to a prominent
friend of the family for eighty pounds. This work is an
early example of Ruskin's encouragement of the artist to ask
himself, when he finished a painting, "Can my details be
added to? Is there a single space in the picture where I
can crowd another thought?" 23 Rossetti's use of a pseudomedieval setting, with Gothic and Byzantine elements, is
significant in that medieval art ''was fundamentally sacramental. " 24 It was produced expressly for devotion to God . Hunt
wanted desperately to once again "make art a handmaid in
the cause of justice and truth. " 25 And, as Ruskin believed ,
all great art was moral by definition. It was logical then that
a reform of art would seek a return to its original moral
foundation, a foundation enjoyed before the corrupting
influence of Renaissance humanism diverted men's eyes from
heaven to earth . Pre-Raphaelite medievalism can be viewed
as a response to the secular nature of Victorian art and society .
The Pre-Raphaelites longed for the devotion and beauty
achieved by Giotto and Fra Angelico, and devotion and beauty
were synonymous .
Millais' first "PRB" painting is equally as remarkable as
Rossetti's . Lorenzo and Isabella is a shimmering testimony that
Millais had a clear idea of what Hunt and Rossetti were expounding and that he took their opinions seriously. A comparison
with his previous Academy work, Cyman and Iphigenia, is like
dusk to day. The former work is a show-off imitation of Rubens
and William Etty, a popular contemporary painter specializing
(like Rubens) in rotund nudes. In Lorenzo and Isabella, Millais
employed the inspiration of poetry for subject matter, and used
his father, D . G. and William Rossetti, and other close friends
as models . Infected by an enthusiasm for Keats, Millais chose
to depict an episode from a poem by Keats about doomed
love. In the illuminated moment Isabella and Lorenzo have
joined the girl's family at dinner. The lovers seem oblivious
22 Brown cited in Nicoll , p. 44 .
» Ruskin cited in Rose, p . 16.
24 Rose, p . 8.
» Hunt cited in Dought y, p. 67.

J.E. fl..fill:i.is, Lom1zoand lsabtlla, 1849: The W:i.lker An G:i.lkry. Liverpool.

to the hateful thoughts of the girl's brothers who are
well-nigh mad
That he, the servant of their trade designs ,
Should in their sister's love be blithe and glad
When 'twas their plan to coax her by degrees
To some high noble and his olive trees .26

This upstart has presumed to love their sister and thwart
designs they have for a more advantageous marriage. Millais
has caught their mischievously devious expressions perfectly,
and the scene possesses an exquisite tension. The incongruously
rich coloring of the setting renders this tension more palpable.
The thick extended leg of a brother who taunts the slender
dog seeking refuge at Isabella's lap provides the foreboding
16

The Poems ofjohn Keats. Edmund Blunden, ed., (London : Collins, 1972) , p. 236 .
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link between the two sides of the table. The blood orange
being eaten by the lovers, the brother's crude gesture, the
weird grimace he pulls as he cracks a nut, the spilled salt, and
the nearby bird of prey all serve as semi-symbolic premonitions that something definitely is not right, and add to the
dramatic tension. The pot of basil behind the lovers predicts
the grisly fate of Lorenzo and the necrophilic interment of his
severed head by the mourning Isabella .
The unnatural affections and evil intentions of brothers
who care nothing for the happiness of their sister give this
work a pronounced moral underpinning. This moral concern,
as well as exquisite detail, linear style, rich coloring, medieval
subject (note the Gothic balustrade in the background), dramatic
moment , close association with literature, and use of symbol
are all characteristics associated with Pre-Raphaelite painting .
Notable also are the PRB initials carved into the medieval
stool and the richly decorative designs used for the wall
paper, tablecloth, and Isabella's dress, vividly anticipating the
preoccupations of William Morris . In fact, the entire painting
has a curious two-dimensional quality reminiscent of stainedglass or mosaic, looking forward to the decorative surface
textures of Art Nouveau.
The next two paintings by Rossetti and Millais are continuations
of these principles . The title of Rossetti's Ecce Anez/la
Domini! (1850) had to be anglicized after the meaning of
" PRB" was leaked to the critics. A convenient charge of
popery was leveled at the movement in spite of the abdication
of its only Catholic member under the barrage of criticism.
The palladiums of popular British taste bitterly attacked
Rossetti's ethereal rendering of the Annunciation, though
Millais absorbed the brunt of this assault because he displayed
his Christ in the House of his Parents at the Royal Academy
(Rossetti chose the "Free Exhibition" at the last minute).
Their very similar works of a year before had not raised a
hackle, and each of the new paintings was actually considerably better, but word was out that a group of upstarts
had the temerity to question accepted standards of artistic
excellence . Perpetrators of these standards did not miss the
affront and set out to quash the revolt before it could do
more harm. The parents of the ambitious Millais were soon

Virtuous Visions

cursing the day their son had ever met Rossetti and Hunt.
For a time, he probably did too.
Andrea Rose describes Rossetti's painting of the
Annunciation:
What these critics did not appreciate were the innovations of this
painting. Its shape is tall and n~rrow , suggestive of a slim gothic
panel. Its colouring is predominantly white , picked out in red , gold
and blue, all colours with time-honoured associations with Mary and
the Virgin birth. Its iconography is odd: the Virgin is normally
pictured reading at a prie-dieu, rather than being woken up in bed
wearing a nightdress; the Angel Gabriel has flames at his feet, but
no wings on his back. Rossetti 's instincts were poetic, not narrative,
and instead of meticulously recording the domestic details of the
scene , with all the ritualistic gestures hallowed by the conventions of
picture-making down the ages , he attempts to suggest, rather than
illustrate , the miraculous atmosphere of the Annunciation. 27 ·

It is in this gift of suggestion that we eventually see Rossetti's
style diverge from the "hard-edge" manner of Hunt and
Millais . He uses the Byzantine halos here to their full allusive
effect. The Virgin is lost in a trance of meditation and
wonder as this flesh-and-bone angel profers the ubiquitous lily,
Pre-Raphaelite symbol of virtuous womanhood. The lily is
also seen on the finished embroidery (we have seen Mary
w:.irking on this in the "girlhood" painting) which hangs
nearby, a rich white on a passionate red. The pure vessel is
ready for the sacred calling. Mary's hair is also red, and
Rossetti derived the lovely color of the flame at Gabriel's feet
by patient burning of chemicals to get just the right shade of
gold . Like the angel, the painting levitates on a delicate
cushion of mysterious virtue.
Millais' painting of 1850, Christ in the House of his
Parents, was "revolting" and "disgusting," said the Times:
"(An] attempt to associate the holy family with the meanest
details of a carpenter's shop, with no conceivable omission of
misery, dirt, of even disease, all finished with the same
loathsome minuteness.'' 28 This criticism seems odd in a day
which so highly regarded the goddess Verisimilitude, but
Millais had gone too far. Dickens thought Mary looked as

27
28

Rose, plate 5.
Cited in Rose at plate 6.

Rossct ri, T bt A nnuniration : The Ta1c Gallery, London .
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J- E. Mil!ais, 0,ri!I in tht 1-/oustof Hi; Pamirs : The Tate G.1.llery, London .

though she came from the "vilest cabaret in France. " 29 As
Ruskin was to point out, it was a wondrous thing that an
inconsequential group of supposedly puerile artists had
provoked such universal and vehement condemnation . When
the high priest of Victorian art came to their defense , the
Pre-Raphaelites were already well known for better or worse,
but Ruskin's approval led to their respectability. He defended
few artists more faithfully than he did J. E. Millais .
Millais went to great lengths to ensure that his Pre-Raphaelite
paintings were accurate, and he certainly would not have
denied the charge of associating the upbringing of Jesus with
a real-world carpenter's shop. Millais found a genuine
carpenter to get an accurate musculature for Joseph, though
he used his father as a model for the head. He bought two
sheep's heads to accurately render the animals in the background .
Tn a dramatically unified composition, all the figures in the
"Rose, plate 6.
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painting focus on the central person of the boy Jesus who has
just cut his hand on a nail. The injury of the royal child,
though only a small cut , creates an anxious moment , and
all activity in the busy workshop has immediately halted .
Another young boy carries a small dish of water chat will be
used co rinse the wound. Wearing the skin of a wild beast ,
he represe nts John , the cousin of Jesus and future baptise.
Joseph reaches out co calmly examine the wound in the middle
of the -child 's palm . A grandparent, probably Sc . Anne,
reaches toward the injurious nail . A small smear of sacred
blood can be seen on the cable next co it . Mary kneels
among the wood shavings co examine the hurt and is about
co receive a reassuring kiss from Jesus . A si ngle drop of blood
has fallen from her son's upheld hand and has landed on the
top-middle of his left foot. The Holy Ghost observes all in
the form of a dove, signalling a revelatory moment . Even the
sheep seem co sense some divine import- they have stopped
eating and gaze in uniso n from their pen co the open door.
In one profound moment all who observe realize that Jesus is
the Son of Man as well as the Son of God: he can be cue and
he can bleed , and it is because he can and will bleed chat he
will be the Saviour. One blood-red bloom in the courtyard
seems co celebrate this hope.
Millais' painting is a masterpiece of symbol and dramatic
virtuosity, a lucid illustration of Ruskin 's admonition to pack
a canvas with ideas. His Ophelia, which he painted from
1851-52, also exemplifies his ability to capture a resonant
moment . Ophelia is pictured in the moment when her
garments hold her afloat temporarily before becoming waterlogged and dragging her down co death. Because of the
literary allusion, the picture resounds with connotation . Most
notable perhaps are the sensual overtones of Ophelia's ravings
and the question of whether or not her death is suicide. One
wonders, co use Keats 's phrase, if she is not "half in love
with easeful death ." Is Ophelia aware, even in her melancholic
reverie , that she is about co die? Probably, but she does not
struggle, and the cruel paradox of the painting is that it
renders her death visually, at least, beautiful. The painting
became uncannily prophetic when the model for Ophelia,
Elizabeth Siddal, died some years later under similarly unclear
circumstances while married to Rossetti. (Was chis life

J- E. Mi llais,

Ophtlia. !SU : The Tate Gallery. London.

imitating art?) As if to portend this tragedy, she caught cold
from posing for the painting in Millais' bathtub and nearly
died. Ophelia is romantic- realism parexcellence ; botany
classes still come to the Tate Gallery to identify the different
varieties of flowers from Ophelia's ''fantastic garlands.''
Meanwhile, Hunt made Millais' attempts to work from nature
seem like exercises in convenience (as Millais ' later work
actually would be) . Hunt seemed to be happiest when he
was holding an umbrella over an easel or a gun on his lap to
guard against Palestinian bandits . Never was there a more
ardent student at the university of nature. The most doctrinaire of its founders, and longest votary of its original
precepts , Hunt was the moral conscience of the Pre-Raphaelite
Brotherhood. The name of the movement, he said, " was to
keep in our minds our determination to do battle against the
frivolous art of the day." Frivolous art was art without truth ,
and since "nothing can be beautiful which is not true," 30 he
vent to nature to seek the beautiful.
••Ruskin cited in Nicoll , p. 43.
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There is no doubt that he found it. Two fine examples of
Hunt's rendering of nature are The Hireling Shepherd
(1851) and Our English Coasts (1852). It has been said that
Hunt looked at nature through a magnifying glass . Even in
the best of reproductions , it is difficult to appreciate the
extraordinary detail of the field of wheat in The Hireling
Shepherd. Every luminous stalk of grain can be distinguished,
though the field is part of the background in the painting . It
is reported that upon seeing Hunt's Our English Coasts in
1856 , Delacroix exclaimed, "I am really astounded by Hunt's
sheep . " Indeed , the painstaking detail in Hunt's work very
often engenders such reaction.
Rose describes Our English Coasts as a ''study of what light
does to colour . " 3 1 The painting is a visual bonanza, and
although both it and The Hirling Shepherd can be considered
to have contemporary themes, there is an ''unreality'' about

W . H . H unt, Our

Eng/iJh CbaJIJ, 1848 : Thc- T:m: Gallc-ry, London.

" Rose , p late 13.
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them which is consistent with the fantasy world medievalism
and historical nostalgia of usual Pre-Raphaelite subject matter.
This ''unreality'' lies in the fact that Hunt ''sees'' nature in
fundamentally unrealistic ways. By seeing everything at once
with a kind of color-enhancing macroscopic lens, Hunt creates
a world of super reality that is virtually as dreamlike and
escapist as any Pre-Raphaelite idiom.
But Hunt is always a moralist and this can distract through
a tendency to become sentimental and didactic. Both the
paintings discussed here depict wandering sheep, and although
he claimed he did not want "to force the moral" on the
viewer, 32 "religious overtones . . . are never far from Hunt's
imagination.'' 33 Perhaps the reason that this does not become
obtrusive in Rossetti's work is that for Rossetti it never
becomes an issue .
Though very talented, Rossetti was never the craftsman
Millais and Hunt were. This may account for his divergence
in style from "hard-edge" realism more than some critics
would like to admit. He was never a patient student or
technician and emphasized his career as a painter largely
because Leigh Hunt told him rightly that he'd make more
money at it than he would writing poetry . Because of this,
one rriight be led to question his devotion to the art, or at
least assert an obvious division of loyalties .34 Nevertheless,
there is no question that Rossetti was extremely gifted intellectually and had a tremendous imagination. He often
made up in these two areas what he lacked technically, both
in his poetry and painting . In fact, his painting may well
have been better off for such compensation. 35
In the notebook, Blake warns that ''No man of sense ever
supposes that Copying from Nature is the Art of Painting . .
any body may do it & the fool often will do it. " 36 Rossetti
may have used this reasoning to justify his impatience with
"painting from nature" as Hunt practiced it. He accompanied
Hunt on several excursions to the forest to paint backgrounds
"Rose, plate 11.
"Rose, plate 13.
"One of the chief torments of Rossetti 's later life was that he had prostituted his artistic talents
for money . See Cooper, pp . 238-40.
3,A connection between Blake and Rossetti as painters of imagination should not be missed .
Blake says "Men think they can Copy Nature as Correctly as I copy Imagination[ ; [ this they will
find Impossible " (Erdman, p. N59) .
' 6Erdman, p. N76 .
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for their next pictures (after the disastrous 1850 exhibition).
When it rained, Hunt of course persevered, but Rossetti gave up
in disgust. He was to opt for a more immediate, less contrived
merger with the imaginary world than Millais and Hunt were
crying to achieve. Having grown up on Shakespeare and
Dante, Malory and Scott, Byron and Browning, Rossetti felt a
desire to exercise his imaginative powers directly and in fertile
realms. The source he most often chose during the next few
years was Arthurian legend. Here was a world where romance
and devotion were one. One worshipped love and Divinity in
the same breath, and Rossetti, I believe , was quite comfortable
with that. Most of his Arthurian work is in watercolors which
are quite remarkable in their rich use of color and ingenious
composmon.
It was perfectly natural during this time that Rossetti would
desire a courtly love to admire and venerate. He would have
two-Elizabeth Siddal Rossetti and Jane Burden Morris 37 though the nature of his affections in either case is a matter
of continual speculation. At the risk of oversimplification ,
each of these women were, for Rossetti, ideals of beauty just
as Mary was an ideal of virtue. Indeed, Mary, Elizabeth Siddal
and Jane Burden are different manifestations of the same
ideal: the perfect woman, the beau ideal, the personification
of beauty, and therefore nature and life itself. It is in this
kind of symbolic process that Rossetti became so important to
the Symbolise painters of the fin de siecle. 38 Perhaps because
he was a poet as well as a painter, because he learned the
art of image rather than denotation, Rossetti found ways in
visual images to tap the subconscious world of the archetypal
response. The Great Mocher, the female principle, is
fundamental in the study of archetypes, and Rossetti painted
his ideal females over and over again as if he were seeking an
ultimate experience of beauty , truth, and self-revelation. He
changed the one-to-one correspondence of symbol to meaning
found in the Girlhood of the Virgin Mary to a more complex

"fanny Cornforth might be listed as a third , but most would agree that Rossetti's affections
for her , though loyal and prolonged, were not of the courtly kind .
"for information on Pre-Raphaelite connections with Symbolism, see Robert L. Delevoy,
Symbo/i.Jt, and Symboli.Jm (New York: Rizzoli. 1982), chap. I; Edward Lucie-Smith, Symbo/i.Jt
Art (New York : Praeger , 1972), chaps . 3 and 10; and Maly and Dietfried Gerhardus , Symho/i.Jm
and Ari Nouveau (Oxford: Phaedon Press, 1979). It is no accident that the latter two of these
books have paintings by Rossetti on their covers .
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and challenging level, but also a more pervasive one .
Perhaps Rossetti's Beata Beatnx of 1864 provides the
best exam pie of this . The ideal love, here Rossetti's wife
Elizabeth and Dante's Beatrice, is seen in a beatific moment
of supreme grace and revelation. The poppy carried by the
dove overtly symbolizes a moment of death. The dove and
the shape of the painting in the form of a cross provide a
religious iconography and sacred setting. 39 Love is personified
in the background figure on the left, and the woman's lover
is on the right. Once these symbolic and architechtonic
elements are recognized, other levels of communication occur
which defy rational explication . The viewer is initiated into a
highly personal contemplation of the mystery of love in
death. The painting is reminiscent of the well-known baroque
sculpture St. Teresa in Ecstasy by Bernini. The strange mixture of epiphany and sensual ecstasy apparent in St. Teresa is
present here. Rossetti's poetry betrays a suspicion that
perhaps the ideal union of physical and spiritual love is only
possible through death, and is beyond the ever-reaching
hands of mortals. This is at once tormenting and reassuring.
Certainly , the reunion imagined by the "Blessed Damozel"
seems more than simply a spiritual one.
There is no more hauntingly beautiful icon of the PreRaphaelite feminine than Millais' The Bn'desmaid (1851) .
Amidst cascading tresses of golden-red hair, innocent eyes
gaze at the viewer from an exquisite, slightly upturned face .
The white flower pinned to the young girl's dress represents
her purity, and the delicate gold ring she fingers evokes all
the marriage rite and symbolism. A dark blue background
and silver saltshaker serve as foils for the fathomless red hair ,
Pre-Raphaelite fetish-symbol of potential sexuality. The
orange on the plate before her , the same color as the hair,
may represent the potential fruits of matrimony . Although
the Pre-Raphaelite treatment of women may seem patronizing
by modern perspectives , it was often sensitive and almost
always reverent(see Ford Madox Brown's Take Your Son , Sir
and The Last of England) . It was certainly less patronizing
than mainstream Victorian painting , and illustrates at least
that women were held in veneration as well as contempt by
" Rose, plate 39.
R.iisscttt, &ut,1 &atnx,
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Victorian men. As I have said, woman was to the PreRaphaelite the very personification of love and beauty, and
consequently, of truth. Love was perhaps the greatest
revelator. and it is undoubtedly her own nuptial promise
that Millais' Bridesmaid contemplates-and the viewer shares in
this contemplation.
Two other artists who must be mentioned in any discussion
of Pre-Raphaelite diversity and import are William Morris and
Edward Burne-Jones . Lifelong friends and collaborators, these
two talented artists came to the movement together and then
spread its influence in two important and distinct directions.
Like Rossetti , Morris tried his hand at several arts, but
would make his greatest contribution as designer and craftsman.
He was also a medievalist, but whereas ''Rossetti saw himself
as a latter-day Sir Galahad, permanently in search of the
Holy Grail, a knight in the pursuit of Art , . . . Morris was
pragmatic. He did not dream of the Silver Chalice as a symbol.
He wanted to design it . " 40 With his creations in stainedglass, home furnishings and printing, Morris provided an
alternative in taste to the Victorian public. His art was a
reaction against the dehumanizing mass-production of the
industrial revolution , which divided the public from the
craftsman, and the craftsman from himself and God. The
close connection between painting, literature and the applied
arts which Morris brought to Pre-Raphaelitism fertilized the
Jugendstzf movement in turn-of-the-century Vienna and the
flowering of Art Nouveau . 4 1
Burne-Jones participated in Morris's excursion into the
applied arts, particularly in the production of exquisite
tapestries and stained-glass windows. But in addition to this
contribution, he has been associated with both the Symbolists
and the aesthetic movement at the turn of the century. The
ultimate dream world painter, Burne-Jones created visions of
mythic heroism and languid beauty . Are they Pre-Raphaelite?
One only need contrast his work with that of his contemporary
James Whistler to see a natural affinity between the Burne-Jones
world of dreams, the Rossettian twilight of love imagery and
"Rose, p . 22.
"In his authoritative work Fin -de -Siecle Vienna Politics and Culture (New York: Alfred A. Knopf,
1980) Carl E. Schorske asserts that "the English Pre-Raphaelites inspired the art nouveau movement
(under the name of "Secession" ) in fin-de -siecle Austria," p. 303. See also Gerhardus ,
pp. 19-20, and Pener Vergo, An in Vienna 1898- 1918 (London: Phaedon Press, 1975), pp. 37, 133.
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the enchanting super-reality of Millais and Hunt . Whistler
was concerned with shade, form and composition. The PreRaphaelites sought visionary sojourns into colorful dreams and
enchanted circumstance-an escape from reality through reality.
Theirs was a belief of the ''Victorian period that somewhere,
beneath the blanket of materialism that was threatening to
stifle every human value, lay a better world.'' 42
There was something in the Victorian psyche that produced
both the opportunity for Pre-Raphaelitism and a place for it
to live . Most of Rossetti's patrons were nabobs of the
nouveau riche, and he was tormented by what he called the
"pot-boiling" he did for them . He often despised them but
he produced for them , making possible the extravagant
lifestyle he grew accustomed to. In the process he made and
spent incredible amounts of money, and most of his work
and that of his compatriots wound up in the great industrial
cities of Birmingham , Manchester, and Liverpool. What was
essentially an anti-materialist movement was fostered by the
magnates of industrialism. It is true that these aspiring
gentlemen knew a good investment when they saw one, but
they were also in greatest need of relief from the steamengine monstrosity they had created.
Pre-Raphaelite art is , then, fundamentally escapist. But
this was a peculiarly Victorian escape based on preeminent
faith in fact. Satisfying dreams come only from images worth
indulging and believing in . Boredom or nightmare were the
only other alternatives.
Look for unity in the Pre-Raphaelite movement and you
will be frustrated. Acknowledge inconsistency , and unities
begin to be apparent. Pre-Raphaelitism was a reform movement. It was a retreat from materialism, secularism and
doubt ; a seeking of value and belief in the certain truth of
beauty. It was romantic , but suffered from the fundamental
tension of a romantic impulse made more potent by conditions
of the time, and rendered impractical by the same conditions .
It was moralistic , but contained elements of latent sensualtiy
and an aesthetic cult of visual pleasure. It was, and fortunately
still is, a multifarious and contradictory phenomenon. It was
Victorian.
"Rose, p . 25.

